MEDITECH, a leading vendor of integrated systems for community hospitals, offers solutions that will speed organizations toward Meaningful Use incentives and performance benefits associated with adoption of electronic health records. Leidos Health is not only experienced, but also well-positioned to help physicians’ groups and hospitals manage the change and optimization necessary in both the Magic and Client Server environments as well as transition to 6.X. We bring expertise to your implementation and focus on your most critical objectives: patient safety, increased quality, complete reporting, efficient reimbursement, and high productivity.

IMPLEMENTATION AND OPTIMIZATION
- Physician Care Manager
- CPOE Workflow
- Optimizations
- MPM/LSS/Ambulatory
- PCS/NUR/BMV/EMAR
- Enterprise Medical Record
- Emergency Department
- Patient Portal
- Scheduling and Referral Management
- Revenue Cycle
- Lab/Mic/Path/BBK/TAR and Outreach
- Pharmacy Optimization
- Imaging and Therapeutic Services
- Operating Room Management
- General Accounting
- Data Repository and Metrics
- Home Health
- Scanning and Archiving
- Behavioral Health
- Oncology
- Electronic Signature-Patient/Provider
- Order Sets
- Mobile Rounding
- Interoperability
- Speech Recognition
- MEDITECH Third Party Partnership Integration

SOLUTIONS
- MEDITECH Platform Migrations
- NPR/Report Designer/SQL Reporting
- Data Extract Services
- Interface Services
- Upgrade Management
- Project Management
- Operations Assessments
- Readiness Assessment
- ICD-10
- Meaningful Use Assessments

FOR MORE INFORMATION
877.652.4099 / contact.us@leidoshealth.com / leidoshealth.com
705 E. Main Street / Westfield, IN 46074
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